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Table 1: Manufacturing sales and exports grew in 2021

All figures in million $ 2021
YoY%  

change
2020

YoY%  
change

Food manufacturing  
sales

125,226 14.8 109,104 2.1

Food exports 46,063 16.9 39,417 5.1

Food imports 31,828 3.4 30,786 5.5

Food trade balance 14,234 64.9 8,631 3.7

Grocery & specialty  
food retail sales

116,650 0.4 116,134 10.9

Restaurant retail sales 26,609 23.6 21,525 -37.2

Fast food retail sales 33,397 15.6 28,902 -14.3

Specialty food  
service sales

3,921 19.1 3,292 -47.8

Total estimated food  
retail sales 

180,342 6.2 169,853 -5.4

Source: Statistics Canada

3.  Consumption of Canadian manufactured food climbed in 2021

The total share of domestically manufactured food consumed in 
Canada increased an estimated 1.9% after declining for two straight 
years. The combination of ‘buy local’ trends and domestic 
investments boosted Canadian sales.

The share of imports relative to consumption as opposed to the share 
of exports relative to manufacturing sales within an industry provides 
information about the domestic vs foreign emphasis of manufacturers 
(Figure 2).

Sales within the dairy manufacturing industry almost entirely occur 
within Canada. Under 10% of the value of dairy manufacturing sales 
are exported, and under 10% of Canadian consumption is of imported 
products. On the other end of the spectrum, seafood is more of a 
global industry. Over 90% of the sales value were exported, and  
the percent of imported product consumed was also over 90%. 
Overall, there’s a lot of two-way trade in the Canadian food industry. 
For example, nearly 50% of sales in fruit, vegetable and specialty 
food manufacturing is exported while an equivalent share of domestic 
consumption is imported.

Figure 2: Most manufactured food consumed in Canada is made 

in Canada

The bottom line
Economic conditions are evolving rapidly. The labour market 
continues to be a challenge, and inflationary pressures continue to 
climb. War in Eastern Europe and economic sanctions also pose a risk 
to global economic growth, creating food shortages in many 
countries that depend on commodities from this region, potentially 
causing a food crisis for millions. 

Stronger disposable income and higher savings in 2021 will support 
2022 domestic food consumption growth, although inflation is 
diminishing many households’ purchasing power. Margin growth will 
depend on several factors, the biggest being the COVID pandemic’s 
evolution and how businesses adapt to interest rates increases and 
input costs.

Read the full report at fcc.ca/FoodReport

Kyle Burak, Senior Economist 

The annual FCC Food Report reviews last year’s economic 
environment and highlights opportunities and risks for Canadian  
food manufacturers for 2022. This includes an annual sales forecast, 

grocery sales performance and a new gross margin index.

Industries featured in the report are:
• Grain and oilseed milling
• Sugar and confectionery products
• Fruit, vegetable and specialty food
• Dairy products
• Meat products
• Seafood preparation

• Bakery and tortilla products

Beverage manufacturers, we didn’t forget about you. We will be 
releasing a separate beverage report later this year.

Takeaways

Several external factors impacted Canadian food industries in 2021, 
which have resulted in higher input costs, amplified labour shortages 
and upended food consumption patterns. In early 2021, there was 
hope that the pandemic could soon be behind us; however, new 
variants provoked more disruptions, restrictions and uncertainty. 
Despite these challenges, food manufacturers’ performance proved 

to be strong. 

Three key observations from this year’s report:

1.  Industry gross margins bounced back in 2021 but remain 
below historical levels

Gross margins as a percent of sales in food manufacturing increased in 
2021 YoY but remain below historical levels and below 2019 (Figure 1). 
Manufacturers have struggled to fully pass on higher labour and 
material costs for almost a decade. But margins improved slightly in 
2021. At the individual industry level, results widely differ, which we  

dive into in the report.

Figure 1: Gross margins grew in 2021 but remain below  

historical levels

Source: Statistics Canada, FCC Economics

2.  Food manufacturing sector to outperform the overall 
economy

Food manufacturing sales increased 14.8% YoY to $125 billion in 
2021 (Table 1). This is the strongest YoY sales growth in recorded 
history (starting in 1992). Increased foodservice volumes and higher 
selling prices offset volume declines at grocery stores.

Food manufacturing sales are projected to increase 7.4% in 2022, 

driven by:
•  Historically strong disposable income and accumulated savings  

in 2021
• Food prices remaining elevated
•  Robust export markets with food exports representing an 

estimated 36.8% of overall sales
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With food inflation at an all time high, loyalty 
programs are being tested as never before. 
According to a recent poll by Angus Reid, 
since March 2020, 26 per cent of Canadians 
have switched the primary location where 
they regularly buy food. This trend has no 
doubt accelerated with consumers who are 
either trading down or changing shopping 
habits with far greater frequency due to high 
prices. More consumers are now looking for discounts which are more 
meaningful to them than some far off reward. Along with that, younger 
people are not as dedicated to any brand or store. As a result, keeping 
customers engaged with brands and stores is going to be challenging 
over the next several years but will be absolutely essential to succeed.  

From their start, loyalty programs were designed as a marketing 
strategy to encourage customers to continue to shop at any particular 
banner. The exchange was simple: shop at our store and we will give 
you rewards. Of course, the impact of that is weakened when everyone 
offers a loyalty program. 

For store owners, there was another dimension to offering a reward 
program. Stores could potentially use aggregate data as part of its 
marketing research. Over time the data can reveal a given customer’s 
purchasing patterns enabling the retailer to make targeted offers to 
that customer. But that is where loyalty programs have not lived up to 
their initial promise. Few retailers are good at utilizing the data collected 
so the loyalty program reverts to being all about some nebulous 
reward…..which everyone and anyone can offer. 

While 58 per cent of Canadians use loyalty programs at the grocery 
store every week, 73 per cent of us are influenced by what kinds of  
benefits these programs offer. Therefore, having a clear understanding 
of a programs benefits is essential. You can’t escape coupons in some 
cases, but the key is to not base your entire offer on coupons. Loyalty 
is not about giving away your product to those you know will buy it. 
Loyalty is deeper and needs to have more value in the relationship than 
just the products and services.  

This may be one of the reasons Sobeys recently decided to dump Air 
Miles and start its own loyalty program. Empire Co. Ltd., Sobeys’ parent 
company, is joining the Bank of Nova Scotia and Cineplex as co-owners 
of the Scene+ program. PC Optimum, Loblaw’s own loyalty program, 
on the other hand is by far the most popular program in Canada related 
to food sales. More than 63 per cent of Canadians use the Loblaws     
program, followed by Air Miles at only 18.3 per cent.  

Over the next several years, loyalty will be 
a major battleground for Canadian grocers.

The Loyalty Conundrum

publisher’s perspective
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Provincial Refrigeration Serving the Grocery 
Industry for 21 Years 

Family-operated since 2001, Provincial 
Refrigeration has been providing expert 
service, installation and sales of commer-
cial refrigeration and HVAC solutions       
to a wide variety of industries in the 
Edmonton area. Personal, trustworthy service, highly competitive rates, and 
commitment to safety have created a loyal customer base with thriving longterm 
business relationships.  

 
For more information visit www.provincialrefrigeration.com

Nuvo Retail Group Appointments 
Nuvo Retail Group, a leading retail coverage company in 

Western Canada has promoted Brad Hunt to vice-president 
– sales, retail and partnerships. With a 
strong history in retail execution Hunt   
has helped drive growth and solidified 
Nuvo as a best-in-class retail sales and 
merchandising company. In conjunction 
with this move, Dave Leong has joined 
the organization and will be taking on the role of director of 
business development. Leong brings with him over 25 years of 
CPG industry expertise and knowledge, previously working 
with superior market leading companies. 

Henry Klassen appointed Chief 
Operating Officer – Bee Maid Honey 

Henry Klassen has taken on a new role at Bee Maid Honey 
as the chief operating officer.  Klassen has been with the 
organization since 2014 and has been instrumental in the 

reorganizing key areas of the company 
through substantial business growth.

Kevin Kapitoler Joins     
Bee Maid Honey as     
Vice- President Finance 
and Administration 

Kevin Kapitoler is joining Bee Maid Honey 
in the role of VP finance and administration. 
Kapitoler brings experience in the financial 
services, manufacturing, and agriculture industries. He moves 
from Federated Co-operatives Limited where he was the        
divisional controller for IPCO.

Kirk Wilson Joins Bee Maid Honey 
as Director Business Growth 

Bee Maid Honey has welcomed Kirk Wilson as director 
business growth.  He has extensive manufacturing sales and 
retail experience having worked for companies like Richlu 
Manufacturing, Princess Auto and Marks.

Beef Demand Historically High 
Despite Lower Availability in Canada 

Statistics Canada’s 2021 food availability showed lower per 
capita retail protein (total beef, pork, poultry) in Canada for           
the second consecutive year. Food availability reflects longterm 
preferences but is not a short-term measure for consumer 
demand. Demand measures price changes and consumer        
sensitivities to price changes. For beef, demand in 2021 was            
historically strong — it is a matter of the right product mix. 

Total beef, pork, and poultry availability increased from 2017-
2019 but declined sharply in 2020 and declined again by 1.7% in 
2021 to total 72 kgs per capita, the lowest since 1970. In 2021, pork 
availability increased 1.1% to 14.4 kgs after a 15% decline in 2020. 
Chicken rebounded 0.6% to 34.5 kgs following a 2.2% dip in 2020. 
Beef declined 7.2% to 16.9 kgs after increasing 1.6% in 2020. 

Beef demand was historically strong based on lower per capita 
availability and higher prices. Indexed at 120 (2000=100) in 2021, 

beef demand was comparable to levels from the late 1980s. Beef 
expenditures in 2021 were second only to 2020 in the last five-
years. Share of 2021 expenditures were 39.3% for beef, 43.5% for 
chicken and 17.2% for pork. A surge of beef and cattle exports in 
2021 impacted beef availability in Canada. Beef and cattle exports 
were up 14% Jan-Apr 2022. 

Brad Hunt

Henry Klassen

Kevin Kapitoler

Kirk Wilson

Dave Leong

LACTALIS CANADA WINS GOLD QUILL AWARD OF EXCELLENCE  
 
Lactalis Canada, the Canadian dairy leader behind iconic brands like Cracker Barrel, Black 

Diamond, Balderson, Astro and Lactantia and a subsidiary of France-based Lactalis Group, 
received the prestigious IABC Gold Quill Award of Excellence in the Special and Experiential 
Events category for the company’s inaugural Lactalis Canada #Connect 2021 all-employee 
virtual event. The company was recognized during the 2022 International Association of 
Business Communicators (IABC) World Conference in New York City. 

“It is an incredible honour to be recognized for excellence among the world’s best           
communicators with the Gold Quill Award which speaks to the work of our team who always set the bar high,” said Roopa Shah, 
director of corporate communications at Lactalis Canada. “During the height of the pandemic, we set out to bring our 4000+ 
team across the country together. We were able to successfully deliver on this goal through a specially curated virtual company-
wide event that saw us reimagine the traditional townhall and turn it into a truly new and innovative employee experience.” 

Lactalis Canada #Connect was held in July 2021 with a vision to communicate, connect and celebrate over 4000 of its office 
and hourly employees across 30 operating sites in Canada. The two-hour event featured engaging content and speakers to 
inform and mobilize employees around the company’s goals, business strategy, purpose, achievements as well as celebrate the 
company’s annual employee award winners. Following a successful launch year, Lactalis Canada #Connect has now evolved into 
to a yearly company-wide virtual event. 

Secure, Sustainable, 
Affordable 

The Choose Canadian Seafood Task Force, 
a program led by the Canadian Aquaculture 
Industry Alliance (CAIA) and The Fisheries 
Council of Canada (FCC) have launched a 
new, national awareness campaign aimed 
at encouraging consumers to choose 
Canadian seafood more often. 

This campaign is noteworthy considering 
how the pandemic and geopolitical 
events are impacting global food supply 
chains with disruptions and rising food 
prices. 

“Only 30 per cent of seafood consumed 
in Canada is actually Canadian,” said  
Timothy Kennedy, President & CEO, 
CAIA. “By choosing Canadian seafood, 
we can enjoy a secure, sustainable, 
domestic food supply from our oceans 
that is good for you and good for the 
planet. It’s smart to choose Canadian 
seafood.” 

The Smarter Meals Out of the Blue 
awareness campaign launches along     
with a new logo and a new website 
(www.ChooseSeafood.ca), which features 
helpful tips and family-friendly recipes. 
The campaign also inspires Canadians to 
shake up their everyday meal routines 
with unexpected ideas, like swapping in 
shrimp or fish for ‘Taco Tuesdays’. 

“There are so many smart reasons to 
choose Canadian seafood,” said Paul Lans-
bergen, president, FCC. “It’s an affordable, 
easy, healthy, sustainable and delicious 
choice for any meal, any day of the week.”

Slice of Life partners with iLevel 
Management  

Slice of Life has announced their partnership with iLevel        
Management Inc. iLevel Management will be acting as Slice of 
Life’s sales broker to natural health food stores, major grocery 
chains and foodservice throughout Canada. The team at Slice of 
Life is excited to be working with iLevel’s impressive sales team 
to promote and market Slice’s breads and to expand and 
increase its brand awareness throughout Canada.  “This marks 
the next step and evolution of our brand, and we’re really excited 
about it,” says Rose Candido, co-founder of Slice of Life. “Our 
gluten free, low carb products sit in line with iLevel’s vision to 
promote healthy, natural products. Their expertise with healthy 
products will be invaluable to us and we are extremely excited 
to be combining forces with such an amazing organization.” 
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Fresh Direct Produce Group of Companies 
Requalifies for Canada’s Best Managed 
Companies Platinum Status 

Fresh Direct Produce Ltd., and its partner companies Mike & Mike’s 
Organics, Islands West Manufacturers, and Emperor Specialty Foods have 
been honoured as one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies over the past 
decade.   This prestigious national award is sponsored by CIBC, Deloitte  
Private, Salesforce, The Globe and Mail, and TMX Group. 

“We are excited to receive our 11th consecutive Best Managed Companies 
Award. I am very proud of how our team navigated through some               
very challenging times this past year. I want to thank our team members, 

customers, vendors 
and business part-
ners for coming 
together to ensure 
a stable supply      
of nutritious and 

delicious fresh produce for Canadians despite major supply chain disruptions 
and pandemic restrictions. I also want to welcome our new private equity 
partner, PNC Riverarch Capital, who is supporting our continued growth 
and expansion.” says President and CEO Davis Yung. 

The Fresh Direct Produce Group is one of Canada’s premier fresh             
produce importers, wholesalers, and marketers with distribution centres in 
Victoria, Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto. Sourcing and importing over 
1,500 ethnic, organic, and conventional fruit and vegetable items from 36 
countries, Fresh Direct distributes quality produce to grocery retailers and 
foodservice distributors across Canada. The Group’s commitment to 
growth and development allows them to attract and align with the best 
growers, customers, and talents in the industry. 

WHAT ARE THE HOTTEST INNOVATIONS TO REDUCE RETAIL FOOD WASTE? 
 
The ECR Retail Loss Group — a network of 200+ retailers from around the world searching 

for new ways to reduce waste — are starting a search for the most innovative solutions to 
reduce food waste in retail. Over the summer, the 70+ most promising global innovations to  
prevent, re-use or reduce food waste will be shortlisted down to the ‘Top 30’ by a panel of 24 
grocery retail businesses from across the globe. 10 of the Top 30 will be invited to pitch their 
food waste innovation to more than 50 of the world’s leading retailers at an event on November 
30, 2022. Previous winners are already making a difference in thousands of stores worldwide. 
Whywaste and Wasteless both featured in the 2019 ECR Food Waste Innovation Challenge. 
Since their pitches in Brussels, they’ve gone on to scale their solutions significantly. Today,      
Whywaste has a presence in 20 countries worldwide working with most of the biggest brands in retail. “It’s a fantastic exposure 
event, providing direct access to the correct decision-makers,” says Ben Holden, international sales and marketing manager. The 
ECR Food Waste Innovation Challenge is managed by the ECR Retail Loss Group and implemented by Co:cubed. “Food Waste 
continues to be one of the biggest sustainability challenges facing the retail industry today, and startups are pioneering solutions,” 
explains Jeremy Basset, CEO of Co:cubed. 

Saputo Announces 
Changes to Its 
Leadership Team 

Saputo Inc. has announced the depar-
ture of Lyne Castonguay, president and 
chief operating officer, dairy division 
(USA). Carl Colizza, president and 
chief operating officer (North America), 
will, in addition to his current duties, 
take on the leadership of the dairy 
division (USA). He will continue to 
report to Lino A. Saputo, chair of        
the board, president and chief execu-
tive officer. 

“After careful consideration, we have 
made the change to our leadership 
team as we focus on accelerating our 
operational performance improvements 
and further advancing our Global 
Strategic Plan initiatives in our USA 
sector. The success of the sector 
remains a top priority and we are        
taking appropriate actions to deliver  
on our strategic priorities and improve 
our profitability”, said Carl Colizza, 
president and chief operating officer 
(North America).  “I would like to 
extend my heartfelt thanks to Lyne for 
her leadership and dedication to the 
company and I wish her success in her 
future endeavours.”

Pattison Food Group 
Moves to Digital Flyers 

The Pattison Food Group announced 
that Save-On-Foods, Nesters Market, 
and Buy-Low Foods stores will no longer 
print and distribute a weekly flyer.  

“More and more our customers tell 
us they prefer to receive their deals 
and discounts in a digital format, so 
we have made the decision to move 
away from a printed weekly flyer and 
invest those savings in improved 
value for our customers,” said Pattison 
Food Group president Darrell Jones. 
“With COVID-19, digital use is at an 
all-time high, and it is the right time 
for us to move away from a printed 
weekly flyer and focus on digital 
delivery of our flyers.” 

In addition to cost savings efforts, 
investing in a digital flyer furthers 
Save-On-Foods’ aspirations to be a 
zero-waste company.  

“We do extensive work to find the 
best media channels to get our brand 
messages to customers and we feel 
we can be more cost-effective and 
more customer friendly in our media 
mix,” said Dan Howe, chief marketing 
officer for the Pattison Food Group. 
“We will focus on digital promotions, 
local newspapers ads, and advertising 
on local radio stations.”  

The Pattison Food Group’s goal is 
to provide customers with personal-
ized flyers through digital channels 
such as email and apps, in addition to 
the version already available on the 
company websites. Other Pattison 
Food Group companies that currently 
do not distribute a printed flyer and 
have switched their focus to digital 
and local media tactics are Urban 
Fare, PriceSmart Foods and Choices 
Markets. Digital flyers allow cus-
tomers to easily see which items they 
buy the most are on sale, and easily 
click to add items to their online 
shopping cart. 



Calendar of  
Upcoming Events 
 
September 7, 2022 
CULTIVATE  
Sustainability Conference & 
Trade Show 
RBC Convention Centre, Winnipeg, MB 
https://foodbeverag 
 
September 15-18, 2022 
CHFA Now Toronto 
Enercare Centre, Toronto, ON 
https://chfa.ca 
 
October 15-19, 2022 
SIAL Paris 
Paris Nord Villepinte, Villepinte, France 
www.sialparis.com 
 
October 15-18, 2022 
National Frozen & 
Refrigerated Foods  
Convention 
Orlando World Center Marriott 
Orlando, Florida, USA 
www.NRFAConvention.org 
 
October 25-26, 2022 
Grocery Innovations 
Canada 
Toronto Congress Centre, Toronto, ON 
https://virtualgroceryinnovations.com 
 
March 27-29, 2023 
The Sweet and  
Snacks Expo 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA 
www.worldteaexpo.com
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GOVERNMENT OF CANADA DELIVERS ON COMMITMENT                         
TO BAN HARMFUL SINGLE-USE PLASTICS  

 
 The Government of Canada has moved forward a compre-

hensive plan to ban harmful single-use plastics and keep them 
out of the environment. These included: checkout bags; cutlery; 
foodservice ware made from or containing problematic plastics 
that are hard to recycle; ring carriers; stir sticks; and straws  
(with some exceptions). The ban on the manufacture and 
import of these harmful single-use plastics, barring a few targeted 
exceptions to recognize specific cases, will come into effect 
in  December 2022. To provide businesses in  Canada  with 
enough time to transition and to deplete their existing stocks, 
the sale of these items will be prohibited as of December 2023. 
The Government will also prohibit the export of plastics in the 
six categories by the end of 2025, making  Canada  the first 
among peer jurisdictions to do so internationally.

Fresh St. Market Celebrates Gold Award in 
Prestigious 2021 Shop! Design Awards 

Fresh St. Market’s Vancouver House location has received the prestigious Gold Award in 
the Supermarket/Grocery Store category for the 2021 Shop! Design Award. The Shop! 
Design Award celebrates achievements in areas such as new store design, renovations,       
fixtures, visual presentation projects and in-store communications. Entries are cited for 

excellence in design, originality in use 
of space and materials and quality of 
concept execution.  

“The team at Fresh St. Market is      
honoured to receive the Gold award 
celebrating originality, design and 
concept execution in the supermarket, 
grocery store category,” said Mark 
McCurdy V.P. retail operations & brand 
strategy, Fresh St. Market. “When we 
set out to design the Vancouver 

House location, we focused on how the use of this space would create a second-to-none 
shopping experience with the highest quality design and creative store fixtures.”  

The concept for Fresh St. Market at Vancouver House was inspired by the executive and 
culinary team’s touring of top public markets and eateries across North America. Fresh St. 
Market was founded on the principle of discovery and love of local products, unique finds, 
and culinary delights. Included in this jam-packed 15,000 sq ft store is an instore restaurant.

Save-On-Foods Celebrates Grand 
Opening of New Colwood Store  

Western Canadian grocery retailer Save-On-Foods has opened 
its newest location, Save-On-Foods Colwood, at #100 - 1913 Sooke 
Road. The store is the company’s eighth location in Greater Victoria. 
The 39,000-square-foot store will offer the community a traditional 
grocery shopping experience as well as a wide variety of Save-On-
Foods’ new and unique innovations, including: 

 
 • A fresh and fantastic meat and seafood department stocked with Western Canadian      
    AAA beef, and a large selection of fresh sausages, kabobs, marinated meats,  
    and Ocean Wise Seafood.  
•  A new bakery stocked with baked-in-store treats, a custom cake program and  
   freshly baked breads made with quality ingredients and Western Canadian wheat.  
•  A large selection of Save-On-Foods Kitchen grab ’n’ go items including signature  
   sandwiches, homestyle fried chicken, a taqueria Mexican grill, fresh daily made ahi  
   tuna poké bowls and perfectly prepared in-store rolled sushi.  

 
Grand opening celebrations kicked off on July 7 with the first 500 customers of the 

day receiving a free Save-On-Foods gift card loaded with $10.  
With 185 stores, Save-On-Foods remains on a steady path of growth, and has opened 

10 new stores since 2020. Save-On-Foods serves millions of Western Canadians every 
day in communities from B.C. to Manitoba and north in the Yukon.
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UPCOMING EVENT

A
t a time of transitions, rein-
ventions and global social 
responsibility, SIAL Paris is 

reaffirming its ambition: to unite the 
food ecosystem around the major 
transformations at work in the food 
industry. This new edition, placed 
under the sign of novelty, will be       
held from October 15 to 19, 2022 at 
Paris Nord Villepinte. 

SIAL Paris brings together in one 
place the best of the international food 
industry. This year, 7,200 exhibitors 
and more than 310,000 visitors from 
around the world are expected. 
These professionals work in the key 
food sectors: meat products, savory 
and sweet groceries, organic and well-
ness, beverages, fruits and vegetables, 
dairy products, frozen foods, catering 
and snacking, seafood and food      
processing. 

 

What follows is a Q&A  
with Audrey Ashworth,  
Director of SIAL PARIS. 

 

What does ‘’Own the 
Change’’ mean to you? 

We are actors of change and must 
grasp the environmental, ethical, 
digital and demographic challenges 
facing the planet. It is up to us to 
respond to the challenges posed       
by food sufficiency and changing 
consumption habits. 

We must remain mindful of our 
global social responsibility and must 
collectively solve complex equations 
such as producing more while pol-
luting less or reducing the carbon 
footprint in our consumption. 

SIAL Paris offers time for discus-
sion and exchange while being a 
great platform to address these 
issues, find new levers and anticipate 
future problems. 

 

What ambitions for SIAL? 
Since its creation in 1964, SIAL Paris 

has never ceased to renew itself in 
order to offer exhibitors and visitors 

high value content. SIAL Paris’s 
ambition has always been to be 
much more than just a trade show.       
It is a must-attend event for the 
entire industry. 

 
Our objective? 
• To provide all the keys needed  
   to create the food of tomorrow,  
   by responding to the  
   expectations and initiatives that  
   are emerging all over the world. 
• To help the industry break free  
   from obsolete models and  
   embrace change.  
• Promote good initiatives 
• Unite the entire food community  
• Act as a source of inspiration 
 

I would like to work on three main 
areas: business, inspiration and 
experience. 

In terms of business: bring more 
richness and diversity, federate and 
facilitate contacts and meetings with 
key players while reinforcing oppor-
tunities for connections among the 
participants before, during and after 
the trade fair.  

In terms of inspiration: to provide 
content and services that help pro-
fessionals to develop and to provide 
them with relevant information and 
tools they can use 365 days a year. 

In terms of experience: to ramp   
up guidance and counseling. To offer 
visitors more convenience and sim-
plicity. To maintain the conviviality 
that characterizes SIAL Paris. 

 
 

What will be the  
highlights of the show? 

Our first highlight will be SIAL 
Innovation, which will highlight the 
best of global food innovation. A jury 
of experts will reward the companies 
with the most innovative products in 
their category.  

We will also have SIAL Insights/ 
Think Tank, which will bring together 
exclusive studies on consumer 
expectations, product innovations, 

market trends and out-of-home 
catering. A new partner, NDP Group, 
will join the team of Kantar and       
Protéines XTC experts in charge of 
the trend book.  

With FutureLab, we will invite       
visitors to a real journey into the 
future of the food industry by 2030. 
This immersive, impactful and for-
ward-looking experience will address 
the major trends, from land to plate, 
for the decades to come. 

 

What will be new at SIAL 
Paris 2022? 

The first new feature is that the 
show starts on a Saturday. In addition, 
we wanted to create a unique expe-
rience for our buyers through our 
CXMP Marketplace. Accessible all 
year round, CXMP will allow visitors 
to stay connected to the internation-
al food community and order the 
products they need at any time. 

Finally, this year we are launching 
SIAL Start Up, a new space that will 
present a sharp selection of food 
nuggets created with the complicity 
of Start-up Sesame and La FoodTech. 
This space will allow visitors to       
discover innovative French and 
international companies less than 
five years old. ● 

Own the Change
SIAL Paris Brings World Food Industry Together 

Audrey Ashworth, director of SIAL Paris. 

How to come to SIAL Paris 2022? 
As the pre-registration platform is already open, visitors can download their badges on the show website.  
For more information, visitors can also contact our agent in Canada Julianne Pilon (jpilon@expocanadafrance.com). 
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T
op of the list for consumers this back-to-school 
season: budget friendly foods. Just about every-
thing is up from meat to dairy; fruits to vegetables; 

and pantry staples like peanut butter. This all translates 
to many shoppers scaling back on items they’d otherwise 
put in their cart. In fact, according to Food Banks Canada 
data, 23 per cent of respondents say they were eating less 
due to soaring food costs. 

Back-to-school is nonetheless one of the top spending 
events in retail. Shoppers spend more on back-to- school 
shopping than Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, and 
Father’s Day combined. Maintaining adequate inventory 
and getting online orders filled quickly and efficiently 
may be traditional grocers’ and mass merchandisers’ 

biggest back-to-school challenges this year. 
Field Agent Canada recently conducted a survey of 

771 Canadian households with kids entering K-12 to 
identify the biggest obstacles when shopping for back-
to-school purchases inside stores. With inflation soaring, 
affordability was of course top-of-mind, but the second 
biggest obstacle was “product availability” — making it 
an important issue for grocery retailers to address over 

AFFORDABILITY AND HEALTHY 
SNACKS RANK HIGH THIS  
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SEASON

Learning Curve
By Carly Peters

Back -to -School

Rick Zaboysky     rick.zaboysky@dovre.ca     (604) 312-0889

Michael Marotta     mike@interfreshsales.com     (905) 338-2100

Yigit Isiker     yigit@safefoodcorp.com     (201) 865-7100

Safe Food Corporation, Edegewater, NJ

www.sunnyfruit.com

Sunny Fruit is pleased to announce that Dovre Specialty
Foods is now our exclusive distributor for Western Canada.

CONTACT
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fibre, protein and good fat, and low in sugar and salt. 
She adds consumers are taking much closer look at products 

that work with their immune system to fight off viruses. 
“Generally, people weren’t thinking about how to avoid a ‘flu’ 
pre-covid. Now many of us take more Vitamin C, Zinc, 
magnesium; the list of natural ways to keep healthy has grown.”  

Autumn Kendrick of GnuSanté echoes the trend, stating they 
are seeing an increase demand for more functionality in snacks, 
along with a desire for vitamin C & D and other ingredients 
that support immunity health for kids of all ages. 

“There are not many options targeted at tweens, especially 
those active tweens and teens that need fuelling snacks. Adult 
protein snacks are hard on tween bodies,” she explains, adding 
they recently introduced gnubees+, a tween/teen version of their 
popular drinkable snack loaded with protein, fibre and key 
minerals that keep kids running without a sugar crash. Made 
with coconut cream and organic juice, gnubees+ contains 30 per 
cent of daily recommended vitamin C & D. “It is the snack 

drink I wish I had as an 
active kid, and one that 
parents are reaching out 
saying how happy they are 
to finally have a healthy 
snack option that their       
kids won’t trade at lunch 
time and is actually good 
for them.” 

Kendrick states back to 
school is one of their biggest 
trial seasons — they will be 
running free sample and 
BOGO programs — which 
offers up opportunities        
for retailers to get customers 
to try something new. 
“Families are looking for 
not only the tried and true 
school snacks but also 
variety and healthy options 
that are school safe. Creating 
a school snack display can 

help parents easily find the new school favourites,” she says, 
adding they love to see retailers pairing their beverages with 
other fun locally made options to shake up the school lunch 
box and get kids excited over fun new treats. 

Marotta suggests adding single-serve snacks alongside fresh 
fruits in produce so families can easily build balanced, nutritional 
lunch boxes that are also budget friendly.  ●
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the next few months. With supply chain disruptions, 
inflation, and higher than normal out-of-stock levels, 
many respondents (29 per cent) stated they are planning 
to shop back-to-school a little earlier than years past. 
With that in mind, now is the time to start stocking the 
staple products that parents love, along with new items 
that kids can get excited about for back-to-school lunches. 

In a Grocery TV survey of over 1,000 U.S. shoppers, 
three out of five consumers say single-serve snacks are 
at the top of their back-to-school list. Of those, 53 per 
cent are looking for healthy/better-for-you options.  

Mike Marotta of Interfresh Sales 
is predicting their organic, 
portion pack brand, Sunny 
Fruit, will see a 20 to 25           
per cent increase in sales this 
back-to-school season. 

“We have seen double digit 
growth in sales on our Sunny 

Fruit Organic dried fruit snacks 
versus same period last year,” 

explains Marotta, pointing to the fact 
the brand is gluten free, non-GMO, all 

natural, and low in sugar.  
“More than ever parents are looking for items with 

nutritional value that pack a punch of natural energy 
for their children. They are looking for sources of protein 
and fibre, sources of vitamins and minerals and have 
basically come to the understanding that their children’s 
healthy habits today are what determines their long-term 
health into adulthood,” explains 
Cathline James, CEO and 
founder of Wise Bites, which 
recently launched a line of shelf-
stable products to go alongside 
the company’s better-for-you 
soft cookies which are high in 

Made with coconut cream and 
organic juice, gnubees+ snack 
drinks from GnuSanté contain  
30 per cent of one’s daily  
recommended vitamin C & D.

Sunny Fruit Organic dried fruit  
snacks are gluten free, non-GMO, 
all natural, and low in sugar.

“More than ever parents are looking for items with nutritional value 
that pack a punch of natural energy for their children,” explains Cath-
line James, CEO and founder of Wise Bites.
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G
rocery retailers have heard it time and again since store shelves stood bare in the            
beginning stages of COVID: consumers are far more aware of Canadian food security 
than ever before. There’s an increased demand for locally produced goods and while that 

doesn’t always mean the 100-mile diet, it does mean a desire to support domestic food production.  
Cheese is very popular in Canada. Domestic per capita consumption sat in 21st place at      

31.6 pounds (14.3 kg) when compared to other countries. And while Canadian imports of 
what some argue to be a cow’s greatest gift continue to grow — $503.71 million in 2021 
compared to $320.07 million in 2016 — the production and consumption of domestic cheeses 
has also kept pace. There were 14.4 kilograms of ooey, gooey goodness available to every 
Canadian with a total of 540 metric tonnes produced domestically in 2021.  

Highest consumption continues to be in firm cheeses like cheddars, goudas and Emmenthal 
with the semi-softs: mozzarella, provolone and edam coming in second. Softs, hards, blues and 
other cheeses collectively make up about 23.75 of the production in Canada.  

 
Merchandising is Key 

Dairy outperforms every other department with its profit-to-space ratio (which is almost 
double that of produce). Dairy products are included in more grocery trips than items from 
nearly every other aisle, and milk, cheese and yogurt are key meal-builders. 

Larger retailers have typically merchandised cheese in two separate locations: the dairy isle, 
where more mainstream cheeses are featured including cheese slices and grated cheeses along 
with other domestic varieties; and the specialty cheese section often located adjacent to or 
within the deli department.  

This merchandising set is less typical in specialty stores where there is no departmental 
differentiation and there is a greater focus on staff and customer interaction. But for mainstream 
grocers it begs the question about the need for different merchandising strategies for each 
location, particularly for specialty cheeses that can intimidate the customer.  

Should they organize their specialty cheese by country of origin, or by variety, or by brand, 
for example. These are the questions many retailers are asking themselves. Most consider it 
more important for the customer to have them grouped by variety.  

Some retailers organize their specialty cheese cases by family of cheese. A good example is 
provided by one New York-based retailer who uses an Artisanal CheeseClock system, offering 
16 artisan cheeses in four different coloured boxes. The box that houses four 8-ounce wedges 
of mild cheese is beige. A yellow box contains four 8-ounce wedges of medium cheese.                
An orange box designates bold cheeses, and a red box designates strong cheeses. 

CHEESE

By Ronda Payne

Having Canadian-
produced cheese  
in the case  
increases domestic 
awareness while 
rightly positioning 
the products among 
the world’s best. 

Say Cheese !
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The system serves two purposes. First, 
the colour-coding scheme can be used 
for cross-merchandising wine or beer 
with neck tags, to help shoppers make 
the most appropriate pairing. Second, the 
“Clock” illustrated in point-of-sale 
materials encourages shoppers to arrange 
cheeses from mildest to strongest on a 
plate, and always to try the mildest cheeses 
first during a tasting, so that their taste 
buds don’t become overwhelmed. 

Canadian Specialty 
Cheese Shine 

Canadian Cheese Ambassador with 
Dairy Farmers of Canada, David Beaudoin, 
says it’s the experience of cheese that is 
continuing to support its growth.  

“People want to get together and break 
bread, just like the good old days,” he says. 
“When I teach about cheese boards and 
charcuterie with cheese boards, it’s all about 
accompaniment that creates experiences.” 

The experience may include a truffle 
flavoured cheese, which Beaudoin says is 
trending currently. He’s also seeing cheese 
and wine or cheese and beer pairings 
holding steady but pairing with non-
alcoholic beverages is picking up steam.  

Canadian cheeses dominate his fridge. 
The first mentioned is a semi-soft called 
Le Douanier from Fritz Kaiser in Quebec.  

“It’s a beautiful looking cheese as well,” 
he says of the washed rind and edible 
vegetable ash layer through the wheel. 

From BC, he likes Kootenay Alpine 
Cheese’s nostrala which he describes as 
being like an Italian style gouda that tends 
more towards a gruyere as it ages.  

“It marries so well with a little lighter 
wine,” he says. “It’s made from beautiful, 

organic milk from Creston. 
Cow’s Creamery’s in PEI makes Avonlea 

cloth-bound cheddar traditionally to deliver 
an earthy, rich flavour.  

“We make the best cheddar in the world,” 
he says. “This is made traditional with the 
cloth. It gives that earthiness with the cotton 
and the lard all around. It’s sweet and it’s 
delicious. It’s best with a big red.” 

From Maple Ridge, BC the brie-style 
from Golden Ears Cheesecrafters features 
strongly in his fridge.  

“It’s very high fat, delicious milk,” he 
says. “Their brie has a similar muskiness to 
the rind. It’s an amazing pairing with wine.” 

Beaudoin notes that some retailers may 
be unable to bring in as much Canadian 
cheese as they would like to due to 
partnerships and contracts that put an 
emphasis on imported products. He would 
like to see more effort go into support 
and education around Canadian cheeses. 

Canadian milk is known for its high 
quality, so it’s only natural that its cheeses 
take some of the spotlight as well. Learning 
about cheese and sharing that education with 
consumers will go a long way to boosting 
opportunities within the section and moving 
shoppers to increased sales per basket.  ●

THE RETAIL COUNCIL OF CANADA (RCC) HAS ANNOUNCED THE WINNERS 
FOR THE 29TH ANNUAL CANADIAN GRAND PRIX NEW PRODUCT AWARDS.  

RCC’s Canadian Grand Prix New Product Awards is a prestigious annual competition of the best new food and non-
food grocery products. Becoming a Canadian Grand Prix Award winner is often a game changer for companies because 
of the extensive exposure to key retailers, buyers, and new consumers. 

2021 new product trends reflect Canadians’ growing interest in plant-based 
foods and desire to add more restaurant-level finesse to their home cooking. 

For some retailers, cheese is just one item in the full scheme of 
offerings, but at Benton Brothers Fine Cheese, located in BC’s 
Granville Island Market, it’s the pièce de resistance. Co-owner 
Andrew Benton says it’s all cheese all the time, but he’s quick to chal-
lenge the perceptions that cheese is something only certain people 
truly understand.  

“I think it’s all about the customer service and the demystification 
of it,” he says. “It’s just a simple product that is really well made. It’s 
good for everyday.” 

The shop opened in 2013 and showcases about 150 different types 
of cheeses in just 300 square feet. Merchandising is done by type 
within the displays.  

“We go by styles,” he explains. “All the blues together, all the 
alpines together, all the goat cheeses together.” 

Benton Brothers uses a chalkboard sign to draw customer atten-
tion to new cheeses or something special. However, with new types 
of cheeses arriving every two weeks, it’s impossible to point to 
everything worth exploring. Part of the success of the brothers’ two shops is that they have established a following of loyal 
cheese lovers who have shared their tastes and are willing to try the recommendations offered. 

Many of those recommendations are Canadian produced cheese. About 40 per cent of the offering in the case is domes-
tic cheese. He says it delivers a bigger bang for the buck with delicious flavour. 

“Our main focus is the small production, artisanal stuff,” he says. “We try to focus on stuff you can’t get anywhere else.” 
While this strategy may not work for a traditional retailer, there is advice to be shared that fits. 
“Now that we’re getting into the summer, some of the softer stuff is good for the salads,” he notes. “Buffalo mozzarella, 

goat cheese, alpine cheeses and stuff like that.” 
Observing seasonal trends is important, but not at the expense of the typical highly-requested offerings like cheddar and 

brie-styles.  
Educating customers about cheese and providing good service is the key to demystifying this customer favourite and 

creating an enjoyable experience for everyone. 
 

Store Spotlight

Andrew and Jonah Benton of Benton Brothers Fine Cheese, 
located in BC’s Granville Island Market. 

THE CHEESE STANDS ALONE

Canadian Cheese Ambassador with Dairy 
Farmers of Canada, David Beaudoin says it’s 
the experience of cheese that is continuing 
to support its growth.
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Food 
Winners

PRIVATE 
LABEL

Non-Food 
Winners

NATIONAL  
BRANDS

Food 
Winners

PEACE RIVER HOT HONEY 
HONEY BUNNY INC.

REALFRUIT GUMMIES 
DARE FOODS LIMITED

VON SLICK’S  
FINISHING TOUCH -  

MADE WITH REAL BUTTER 
VON SLICK’S  

FINISHING TOUCH

AGROPUR GRAND  
CHEDDAR 

AGROPUR DAIRY  
COOPERATIVE 

PLANT BASED CHICKEN 
FLAVOUR DUMPLING 

SIWIN FOODS

THE SPICE TAILOR BIRYANI 
KIT BY ANJUM ANAND 
THE SPICE TAILOR LTD

6-PIECE STEAK KNIFE SET 
KILNE 

MAGIC MOMENTS 
CARLTON CARDS

SUPERFOOD TEA CUBES 
MILLENNIA TEA 

SWASH™ LAUNDRY  
DETERGENT 

WHIRLPOOL CANADA LP 

ALCAN RECYCLED  
ALUMINUM FOIL 

REYNOLDS CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS CANADA 

LONGO’S CURATO  
HAZELNUT CROSTATA 

LONGO BROTHERS FRUIT 
MARKETS INC. 

 

INVITATION ALCOHOL  
FREE WINE 
METRO INC.

COMPLIMENTS  
PLANT-BASED BLUE  

CHEESE-TYPE DRESSING 
SOBEYS INC. 

GREAT VALUE 100% 
SUPERFINE ALMOND FLOUR 

WALMART CANADA

NATIONAL  
BRANDS

Recognizing food, non-food and  
private label categories, 41 winners  

in all from dairy to personal care. 

PAM 
CONAGRA BRANDS 

NUTYBITE 
BCC FOODS

BAKERY FRESH  
(Par-Baked)  

BAKING NEEDS  
& DRIED BAKERY  

BEVERAGES

NOTMILK 
THE NOT COMPANY

CONDIMENTS & SAUCES

CONFECTIONERY & SHELF 
STABLE DESSERTS

DAIRY (Milk, Yogurt,  
Cheese & Spreadables)  

DELI MEATS AND CHEESES FROZEN OR REFRIGERATED 
PREPARED FOODS  

& ENTREES

MEAT, EGG & SEAFOOD 
(FRESH / REGRIGERATED 

OR FROZEN)

MAPLE LODGE FARMS  
ULTIMATE™ CHICKEN 

SAUSAGES 
MAPLE LODGE FARMS 

SHELF STABLE  
PREPARED FOODS & ENTREES

SNACK (Savoury)

ROASTED FAVA BEANS 
THREE FARMERS

SNACK (Sweet) APPLIANCE & COOKWARE

GENERAL MERCHANDISE HEALTH CARE  
– OVER THE COUNTER

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS PAPER, PLASTIC & FOIL

BAKERY FRESH  
(Par-Baked)  

BAKING NEEDS AND  
DRIED BAKERY

BEVERAGES CONDIMENTS & SAUCES
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Twenty-six companies took home a coveted 
Canadian Grand Prix New Product Award for products 
they introduced into the Canadian market in 2021. 
Among the winners were established and new retailers, 
suppliers, boutique, and family-owned businesses from 
across Canada.  

Multiple-category winners included: Metro 
Inc, Walmart Canada, Rexall Pharmacy Group Ltd, 
Agropur Dairy Cooperative, Von Slick’s Finishing Touch, 
and The Spice Tailor. 

Five recipients also received Special Awards: The Spice 
Tailor, was winner of the Excellence in Ethnic Product 
award for their The Spice Tailor Biryani Kit by               
Anjum Anand, Agropur Dairy Cooperative won the                       
All-Canadian trophy for their Agropur Grand 
Cheddar , Walmart Canada won the Overall Consumer 
Value award for Your Fresh Market Ricotta & Spinach 

Ravioli, Von Slick’s Finishing Touch won the Innovation 
and Originality award for their Von Slick’s Finishing 
Touch - Made with Real Butter, and Organic Meadow 
was recognized for Innovative Packaging for Organic 
Meadow Zero-Carbon Milk Carton. 

“The winners this year reflect the story of changing 
Canadian values. Canadians are seeking products that 
truly meet their needs and dietary preferences. The 
quality of meat and dairy alternative products is 
astounding and a testament that these product choices 
are here to stay, “said Diane J. Brisebois, president, and 
CEO of Retail Council of Canada. “I am truly impressed 
with how tuned in product developers are becoming 
with the consumer’s voice. The jury’s feedback over the 
years is clearly being reflected in these winning new 
products”. 

Chef and Chief Jury Chair Marcus Von Albrecht  
oversaw the judging panel.  From 121 products that 
scored at least 70% on quality and innovation, only 40 
products received the prestigious recognition as Canadian 
Grand Prix New Product Award winners. 

Also presented at Canadian Grand Prix Award Gala 
were two 2022 Canadian Grand Prix Lifetime 
Achievements Awards.  These awards were jointly 
presented by Retail Council of Canada and Food, Health 
& Consumer Products of Canada (FHCP) to Margaret 
Hudson of Burnbrae Farms and Darrell Jones of              
Save-on-Foods. ● 
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SLICED CROISSANT LOAF 
BRIDOR 

Twenty-six companies took home a  
coveted Canadian Grand Prix New  

Product Award for products they introduced 
into the Canadian market in 2021.  

 
Among the winners were established and new 

retailers, suppliers, boutique, and family-
owned businesses from across Canada. 
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SPECIAL AWARDS

Non-Food 
Winners

PRIVATE 
LABEL

IRRESISTIBLES SHRIMP 
 APPETIZERS 
METRO INC.

GREAT VALUE SLICED KIWI 
WALMART CANADA

LIFE SMART NATURALIA 
FROZEN FISH FILLET 

METRO INC. 

LIFE SMART INSTANT  
OATMEALS 
METRO INC.

NOSH & CO. EVERYTHING 
BAGEL CASHEWS 

REXALL PHARMACY  
GROUP LTD.

NOSH & CO. LAVENDER 
LEMON COOKIES 

REXALL PHARMACY  
GROUP LTD.

IRRESTISTIBLES BISCUITS 
METRO INC.

Recognizing food, non-food and  
private label categories, 41 winners  

in all from dairy to personal care. 

SELECTION PREMIUM 
TRUFFLES 

METRO INC.  

OUR FINEST RED  
LEICESTER CHEESE 
WALMART CANADA

ICE CREAM WAFFLE  
SANDWICHES 

SAVE-ON-FOODS LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP

PADERNO CLASSIC  
NON-STICK CAST IRON 

FRYPAN, 32CM 
CANADIAN TIRE  
CORPORATION

BE BETTER MEAL  
REPLACEMENT BAR 
REXALL PHARMACY  

GROUP LTD.

GREAT VALUE DISINFECTING 
WET MOP CLOTHS 

WALMART CANADA

BE BETTER SCENTED  
EPSOM SALTS 

REXALL PHARMACY  
GROUP LTD.

CONFECTIONERY & SHELF 
STABLE DESSERTS

DELI MEATS AND CHEESES DESSERTS (Fresh,  
Refrigerated or Frozen

Frozen or Refrigerated 
PREPARED FOODS  

& ENTREES

FRUIT, VEGETABLE  
& PRODUCE 

(Fresh/Refrigerated/Frozen)

Shelf Stable PREPARED 
FOODS & ENTREES

MEAT, EGG & SEAFOOD 
(Fresh/Refrigerated/Frozen)

Snack (Savoury) Snack (Sweet)

APPLIANCE & COOKWARE HEALTH CARE 
– OVER THE COUNTER

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS PERSONAL CARE PET NEEDS

BIRYANI KIT  
BY ANJUM ANAND 

THE SPICE TAILOR LTD. 
GREAT VALUE SLICED KIWI 

WALMART CANADA

VON SLICK’S FINISHING 
TOUCH – MADE  

WITH REAL BUTTER 
VON SLICK’S  

TOUCHE FINALE

AGROPUR GRAND  
CHEDDAR 

AGROPUR DAIRY  
COOPERATIVE

ZERO-CARBON  
MILK CARTON 

ORGANIC MEADOW

EXCELLENCE IN  
ETHNIC FOODS

OVERALL  
CONSUMER VALUE

INNOVATION AND  
ORIGINALITY

INNOVATIVE  
PACKAGING

ALL CANADIAN
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T
he food people choose to put in their body has the power to hurt or heal. Countless 
studies have shown that high fat, processed, and sugary foods increase risk for certain 
diseases, while eating a diet rich in whole grains and vegetables can safeguard against 

disease, and in some cases, reverse certain conditions. This is the basis of culinary medicine, the 
concept of high-quality food as a primary care technique. It’s also the thrust behind the Food 
Created by Doctors & Chefs certification program, an insignia that helps customers make 
more informed decisions at the shelf that will positively impact their overall health. 

Dr. Anthony Marotta, Ph.D., part of the scientific team that designed the program, started 
to develop an interest in culinary medicine early in his scientific career when he was looking at harnessing the power of 
plants and nature to develop cancer drugs. His research over the course of his almost two-decade career has afforded 
Dr. Marotta the opportunity to develop a deep understanding of human biology, how it is affected by diseases, and 
how food directly impacts a person’s overall well-being. 

As such, in 2012, Dr. Marotta co-founded Peqish, a company which combines evidence-based medical science with 
the art of cooking. 

health and  
wellness update
By Carly Peters

Dr. Anthony Marotta, Ph.D., 
co-founder of Peqish.

THE FOOD CREATED BY DOCTORS & CHEFS  
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM BRINGS THE CONCEPT 
OF CULINARY MEDICINE TO THE GROCERY MARKET.

Inside  Out
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B
urgers and hotdogs are on the grill, and cold beers and cocktails are in the fridge — it’s safe to say summer is in 
full swing. But before we know it, September will be here; the kids will be heading back to school, and parents will 
be ready to get back into a routine and reign in their budget after a summer of spending. With inflation remaining 

at record highs, we can expect to see consumers looking to stretch their dollars. Many consumers are “balancing their 
emphasis on value with an interest in healthier foods1.” Grocery retailers can help shoppers get back on track with healthy 
food options to enjoy throughout the day, from protein-rich grab-and-go snacks to quick and easy frozen dinners. 

 
 

PROTEIN-RICH BREAKFAST TO START THE DAY  
Getting back into the morning routine is one of the most stressful times for parents, so it’s 

no surprise that research shows when “it comes to choosing breakfast foods to eat at home, 
ease is the most important consideration2.” Parents will be stocking up their shelves with 
quick and easy breakfasts that don’t compromise health to cross one thing off their to-do 
lists during those busy mornings.  

One of the easiest and most affordable breakfasts that will keep the family full all day long           
— Oatmeal. Happy Planet’s Morning Oatz, offered in three different flavours, is packed with       
protein and vitamins and is a quick and easy breakfast the whole family can enjoy on the go. Stoked 
Oat’s range of oats and granola also makes a perfect, gluten-free edition to the breakfast table. 

But mornings wouldn’t be complete without a little boost. Blume’s Matcha Coconut latte 
blend made of organically grown matcha from the Shizuoka region of Japan offers a natural    
caffeine boost without the dreaded afternoon crash. It’s worth noting Blume’s entire collection           
of lattes is packed with the magic of superfoods and are as awesome as they are colourful. The     
packaging alone will draw in sales.  

 
 

EASY AND NUTRITIOUS FREEZER MEALS 
After the pandemic forced parents to juggle homeschooling and work, a newfound desire for 

frozen meals emerged, and it doesn’t seem like this trend is going anywhere for a while. Brands 
are tapping into this market by creating incredible frozen meal options with real food ingredients 
that taste homemade. The team of foodies behind the brand Komo stands out for their plant-
based, shareworthy meals — from their lasagna with creamy tofu ricotta to their new mac & 
greens — these quick and easy, family-favourite dinners are sure to be a hit this school year. 
For those still yearning for barbecue season, Sol Cuisine’s lineup of gourmet, vegan burgers 
offer a nutritious and delicious way to indulge in burgers all the way into winter.  

And for families who struggle to get their children to eat vegetables, enter Wholly Veggie. 
This team is determined to make vegetables fun. With their bright and cheery branding and a 

kid-friendly lineup of products, including classic cheese pizza and taco bites, Wholly Veggie is 
sure to win any kid over. 
 

 

GRAB AND GO SNACKS 
From in between classes to being stuck in traffic, grab–and–go snacks always come in 

handy. Three Farmers “snacks to go” lineup turns typical potato chip flavours (think dill     
pickle and barbecue) into a sustainable, guilt-free snack made of beans.  

For those with a sweet tooth, Mid-Day Squares’ new single-serving chocolate plant-based 
protein bar promises to keep you full for up to 4 hours. This bar is the answer for those       
looking for a healthy, convenient snack to satisfy any chocolate craving.    

Candy lovers will be excited at the growing market for low-sugar, plant-based options. 
Companies like Better Bear and Healthy Hippo have evolved the candy market beyond sugar 
and artificial ingredients. They offer real fruit, plant-based options with product and packaging 
that’s still reminiscent of classic candy. It’s a win-win!  

A tip for retailers: don’t keep these healthy, grab and go snack options tucked away. Our partners 
at Mintel highlighted that “49% of consumers would like to see more food and drink retailers offering 
healthy foods on price promotion on the end of aisles.3“ Consumers are looking for initiatives that help 
them make healthier choices and feel even stronger towards those that reward them for doing so — especially financial incentives 
that reward their stomach and their wallet! Retailers who pivot promotional activity towards better-for-you choices will win favour. 
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“I was hopeful that we could develop quality food products 
that could help resolve or moderate growing health concerns,” 
he states, pointing to the brand’s on-the-go line of sandwiches, 
breakfast wraps, salads, bowls, and bakery items which are 
nutritionally dense, minimally processed, lower in sugar, free 
from preservatives, and are ideal portion sizes. 

Now, with the Food Created by the Doctors and Chefs 
label, those benchmarks of nutritional standards that Peqish 
foods boast, can help other food producers meet the same 
level of transparency and quality.  

The certification leverages a proprietary AI-based algorithm, 
the Nutritional Index Algorithm (NAOHI™), which 
evaluates food products by examining the tangible or intended 
health benefits of the product, its nutritional value beyond 
the regular scope of what is listed on a nutritional panel, and 
how the product is manufactured for human consumption. 
The results are validated by the program’s data scientists 
and translated into a Foodaceutical Score. Products that 
achieve a B- and higher receive certification. All products, 
regardless of score, are provided with recommendations 
from the program’s team of health and science experts to 
strive towards creating the healthiest offering possible.  

“The ultimate goal is to pair big data with ethical practices 
in a way that is accessible and affordable for companies to 

participate in. Giving food manufacturers access to this 
tool will give them the opportunity to rate and/or to 
improve the quality of their offerings,” he explains. 

One of the most recent brands to become certified is 
B.C.-based BABz, plant-rich burger mixes. Both family 
and personal health issues prompted owner Myrna Selzler 
to look at adopting a plant-based diet. However, she was 
shocked to find so many meat alternatives were ultra-
processed, containing large amounts of additives and 
preservatives. Selzler’s vision for BABz was to allow 
customers to add water to the dry mixes and within 30 
minutes be eating nutritious, high-protein, high-fibre food 
with no additives or preservatives. 

“The packages have labels you can read and contain 
ingredients you understand. While the Foodaceutical Score 
under the Food Created by Doctors and Chefs label 
further adds to the value that these products are healthier 
for you,” states Dr. Marotta, adding that BABz is the 
second product of Selzler’s to gain certification.  

Dr. Marotta notes they work closely with retail partners 
who carry Food Created by Doctors and Chefs products 
to explain the certification and its intended benefit to help 
customers make informed decisions.  

“Today’s consumer is looking for so much more from 
their retail partner. The more information shared with 
consumers translates into trust in your banner and local 
store. Our certification program helps to strengthen that 
conversation and build trust.”   ● 

health and wellness update Stock the Shelves  
with Better-for-you Choices  
this September

COMMENTARY

1 McKinsey & Company. The State of Grocery in North America 2022. 
2 Mintel - Breakfast Eating Habits – Motivations and Attitudes – Canada – 2022.  
3 Mintel. Attitudes towards HFSS Food & Drink – UK – 2022.

Expand your store offerings with the best-of-the-best in natural, organic and wellness. Join us at CHFA NOW Toronto to discover 
over 800 new brands, find out what’s trending in the industry and gain insights into our Canadian consumers.  
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O
ne of the lingering effects of the ongoing pandemic, 
combined with labour shortages, has undoubtedly 
been the assault on supply chains. The result, as already 

evidenced in parts of the country, has been supply shortages 
with empty shelves are far more common occurrence. 

Supply chain disruptions are also playing into the rise in 
food prices. Statistics Canada recently reported that the 
food inflation rate in the country has reached 7.4 per cent 
and that it will most likely rise again in the coming months. 

Even before the surge of Omicron, the trucking industry 
was facing one of the highest job-vacancy rates in Canada, 
with almost 23,000 driver positions unfilled as of the late 
summer. This puts into jeopardy Canada’s access to much 
of the roughly $26-billion worth of food imported from the 
U.S. every year. About 70 per cent of that is brought to 
Canada on a truck. The shortage of drivers will continue to 
persist for the foreseeable future. 

Indeed, getting goods ordered, manufactured, and delivered 
is now a process that requires patience, insight and — at 
times— sheer luck. 

 
BUSINESS BEAT 

The authors of a Statistics Canada report, Analysis on supply 
chains in Canada, first quarter of 2022, describe it as follows: 

“The COVID-19 pandemic has renewed interest in supply 
chains and put a spotlight on the strength and resilience of 
supply chains. The tightening and closing of borders, the 
restrictions on the movement of people and goods, the 
closure of businesses as strategies to control the spread of 
the virus, and the impact of the virus on employees, all had 
the potential to disrupt supply chains…” 

The report goes on to state that nearly one third (32.1%) 
of businesses surveyed expect difficulty in acquiring inputs, 
products or supplies domestically over the next three months 

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTIC

By Melanie Franner

SHELF  
SHOCKERS
GROCERS DEAL WITH LOGISTICAL LOGJAM
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— up from over one quarter (27.2%) since last quarter.  
Of those businesses that expect maintaining inventory 

levels to be an obstacle over the next three months, half 
expect these difficulties to continue for six months or 
more and over one quarter (28%) are uncertain as to how 
long these challenges will persist. 

“We used to have a 12-week turnaround from our plant 
in Vietnam,” says Frank Gallucci, President, Amici 
Enterprises Inc. “Now we are looking at five to six months. 

Cost of materials has increased a minimum of 10% due to 
resin costs. Shipping costs have gone from US$3,500 to 
US$18,500 per container…” 

Amici Enterprises supplies Envirowrappers, reusable 
pallet wrappers (an alternative to stretch wrap) for use in 
manufacturing and distribution. To help mitigate supply 
chain issues, the company has moved more production to 
its Calgary facility and is exploring opportunities to add 
new semi-automation equipment. 

 
ACCENT ON AUTOMATION 

“The pandemic exacerbated an existing situation,” 
explains Mario Fontes, director of sales and marketing, 
Vidir Solutions. “It sped up the grocery industry’s adoption 
of new technologies, new software and new solutions.” 

Vidir Solutions provides vertical motorized storage 
carousels and display systems that provide warehousing 
and inventory-management efficiencies.  

“In the past, the grocery industry had to adopt solutions 
applicable to ambient models,” continues Fontes. “The 
pandemic gave everyone a 
taste of those models and 
demand for new solutions 
really began to grow.” 

Fontes credits the pan-
demic with speeding up 
grocery retailers’ research 
and adoption of automation 
technologies. He also sees 
the emergence of industry 
standards as a sign that 
technology and automation 
are here to stay. 

“A lot of investment has 
already been made,” he says. 
“But we’re going to see a 
lot more over the next few 
years.” 

Rosy Amlani, CEO, 
ColdChase, also speaks to 
increased automation. 

“Today’s customers expect 
that products of all types 
are tracked in real time,” she says. “For product shipments 
to be safe and provide for traceability, environmental 
monitoring automation is now necessary. In order to 
support perishable goods in warehousing and logistics, 
automated tracking and alert systems, like ColdChase, are 
now necessary.” 

Amlani cites the example of how ColdChase was able 
to detect that one of its customer’s refrigeration system 
had failed. The company was able to identify the failure 
and notify the maintenance team before the customer’s 
product spoiled, preventing the loss of hundreds of 
thousands of dollars’ worth of inventory. 

“The delivery of perishable items around the world is 
now taking longer, leading to problems with traceability 
and food safety,” she explains. “Monitoring and tracking 
is more important now than ever before.” 

The BOPOS Carousel, from Vidir Solutions, can be used by BOPIS programs, 
micro-fulfillment and e-commerce solutions, inventory management  
systems, and locker exchange programs. 

Amici Enterprises supplies 
Envirowrappers, reusable  
pallet wrappers (an  
alternative to stretch wrap) 
for use in manufacturing  
and distribution. 

Find your solution at  
www.vidirsolutions.com 
800.210.0141

TAKING  
E-COMMERCE TO  
THE NEXT LEVEL
Vidir’s BOPOS Carousel is an automated storage 
and retrieval system that provides an efficient 
solution to your growing online sales platform. 

FIND OUT MORE

E-Commerce

Last Mile Delivery

Micro Fulfillment Centers

Buy Online Pickup In Store

Self-Serve Locker Systems

Decentralized Warehousing



F
arm Credit Canada has reported Canadian food            
manufacturing sales increased by 14.8 per cent, more 
than $125 billion, the highest in decades with about 

$19.9 billion from Alberta. These gains are attributed to growing 
export markets, expansion of the “buy local” approach, and 
strong investments in marketing and productivity improvements.  

Eric Haak, chair of the Alberta Food Processors 
Association (AFPA) and senior managing director of 
Sunrise Bakery Ltd. acknowledged that the statistics look 
good on the surface, but the struggle continues not only 
to thrive but to survive. 

“A lot has happened — is happening right now,” Haak 
says. “Skyrocketing prices, distribution, and labour are the 
big issues. Trucking costs have doubled, sometimes 
quadrupled; we’ve had to contend with driver shortages and 
then the B.C. floods last fall.” On average, about 65 percent 
of food processors’ expenses are raw ingredients and inputs, 
which in some cases have also doubled in price. 

“The other big barrier that is crunching the industry is 
lack of workers,” Haak says. “One AFPA member had to 

go to temp workers because they 
couldn’t find people. Alberta has the 
lowest unemployment across the 
nation and with oil starting up again, 
it’s even more difficult to get workers. 
Plus COVID had an effect with 
downsizing, people retiring, so skilled 
individuals aren’t available anyway.”  

AFPA launched an online training 
program this year, looking to develop 
education and course certifications 
using virtual reality as a training tool. 
“Our industry has to get competitive 
for employees and at the same time 
find ways to be more efficient. But it’s a Catch-22 situation: 
invest in equipment to drive down the labour costs, but you 
need people to grow the business to cover new technologies.” 

All that makes it even tougher for startups to get into the 
market. Although on one level the “buy local” movement 
and direct-to consumer channels continue to make gains, 
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE 

Industry continues to focus on finding ways to help 
grocery partners deal with these logistical challenges.  

ColdChase, for example, has developed Cellular and 
Bluetooth wireless tracking sensors for every movement 
throughout the supply chain to provide live and real-time 
visibility and traceability for products in shipment and 
storage. The company’s integrated logistics tracking system 
provides data analytics and alerts for users. 

Vidir Solutions’ offers an automated storage and retrieval 
system that improves storage density, productivity, safety 
and customer services. The BOPOS Carousel can be used 
by BOPIS programs, micro-fulfillment and e-commerce 
solutions, inventory management systems, and locker 
exchange programs. Designed to improve Last-Mile 
Delivery challenges, the Carousel has been adopted by 
Home Depot Canada and other major retailers.  

Amici Enterprises’ Envirowrappers offer an alternative 
to traditional plastic stretch wrap for the transport of 
pallets of products. The reusable product provides a closed-
loop system to reduce stretch wrap costs, damage claims 
and waste disposal expenses. Envirowrappers are reusable, 
repairable, recyclable and washable. They have a three to 
five-year lifespan and can be quickly applied and removed 
by a single individual.  

 
THE WAY FORWARD 

One would be hard pressed to find a grocer that has 
not recently experienced shipment delays, empty shelves 
and rising costs. And it appears that these types of challenges 
may be here for the foreseeable future. 

“How long these issues will remain is the million-dollar 
question,” says Gallucci, who cites the war in Ukraine, 
the shortage of truck drivers and port delays as just some 
of the many factors currently influencing supply chains.  

Getting ahead of these challenges may mean re-focusing 
on supplier partnerships and investing in new technologies. 
The alternative, it seems, is not an option. ● 

Eric Haak, Chair of the Alberta 
Food Processors Association 
and Senior Managing Director 
of Sunrise Bakery Ltd. 

ALBERTA FOODS

By Deb Draper

ALBERTA  
FOOD INDUSTRY 

ColdChase has developed cellular  
and Bluetooth wireless tracking  
sensors for every movement throughout the supply chain to provide live  
and real-time visibility and traceability.

HOLDING STRONG THROUGH 
INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
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small producers can’t grow beyond farmers’ markets and small 
venues. Haak says, “Buy local is great but it’s very difficult 
to make a living at that; the Alberta market is too small to be 
sustainable. To grow, they either have to go national or 
export, and that means getting the Global Food Safety Audit 
— a hugely expensive barrier.  

One solution is co-packing, where the small company markets 
and sells their product, while another larger company with 
certification already in place produces it. We’re looking at 
building a hub to help match companies looking for these 
opportunities.”  

The industry is struggling, but there are many strong food 
processors in Alberta that are doing an excellent job. They’ve 
been in business a long time and know how to grow. And 
today, you have to grow or you will fade away. 
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In 2019, the first Urban Fare grocery store outside B.C. 
opened in the Mount Royal Village area of Calgary. Owned by 
Overwaitea Food Group, Urban Fare is known for its unique 
gourmet food selections and hot and prepared foods.  

Urban Fare aims to attract customers by creating a 
unique experience focused on providing freshly prepared 
foods. That includes offering a wine bar for customers to 
enjoy signature wines as well as chef-curated charcuterie 
boards before or after their shopping journey. As well, 
shoppers are drawn to unique product offerings: wagyu 
meats, specialty cakes made in-store, and fresh chef-         
prepared buffets. Todd McMullen, Urban Fare, Mount Royal 
Village store manager said, “Overall, it’s our priority to offer 
our customers the best quality products and quick grab-
and-go items. In addition, we have unique end displays, 
built to be visually appealing and eye-catching, bringing 
multiple products together to add value.” 

The “Buy Local” movement is another important part of 
the grocery store’s image and offerings. “We are always      
looking for innovative local products to help showcase local 
vendors and producers as well as bring new unique items to 

market,” McMullen said. “We value shedding light on local 
produce and meats to show our commitment to local. 
When possible, we take the opportunity to showcase local 
vendors through product tastings for customers to discover 
new local products.” 

McMullen added that it is the goal of Urban Fare to offer a 
new and fun experience with fresh, local, high-quality products. 
“Customers love our gourmet restaurant experience. Urban 
Fare shoppers also come in and look for that new exciting item 
to try in each of our departments, some even visiting daily to 
look for delicious chef creations at our buffet!” 

Store Spotlight

URBAN FARE  
Expands the Grocery  
Store Experience 

ALTHOUGH THE “BUY LOCAL” MOVEMENT AND 
DIRECT-TO CONSUMER CHANNELS CONTINUE TO 
MAKE GAINS, SMALL PRODUCERS CAN’T GROW 
BEYOND FARMERS’ MARKETS AND SMALL VENUES. 
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C
anada may be a global food        
producer, but the diversity of     
its food experience is also due to 

imports from other countries, and with 
the United Kingdom as Canada’s third-
largest export market (according to Agri-
culture and Agri-Food Canada), it’s no 
wonder that products from our friends 
across the pond frequently wind up in 
our shopping baskets. 

But to what extent does the UK 
influence importers of foreign foods? 
According to Brian Riddell, vice-president 
health care at TFB & Associates Limited, 
the influence is significant. TFB is an 
importer and distributor of food, 
foodservice, beverage, health care and 
confection products, and Riddell says,  
“Our Britain brands account for 60 per 
cent of our business.” 

Amanda Grech, brand manager at 
Morgan-Williams International Inc., says, 
“Our British brands represent the vast 
majority of our business. We had first 
started selling products from the UK and 
have built a strong relationship and brand 
awareness here in Canada.” 

As Canada’s largest specialty food 
distributor with a focus on rare and 
ethnic groceries, some of the most 
popular British brands that Morgan-
Williams represents (out of over 130 
names) are Robinsons (the beverage 
company established in 1823 that uses 
real fruit and no artificial flavours), 
Tunnock’s (the much-loved family run 
company that produces unique biscuits 
such as Caramel Wafer and Teacake), 
and Branston (famous for its pickles, 
chutneys and sauces). 

Riddell and Grech’s enthusiasm for 
UK imports is shared by Troy Dewinetz, 
vice-president marketing & merchandising 
at Buy-Low Foods. “British imports have 
a strong following, and the most popular 
items tend to be those of established 
brands, such as Heinz Beans, HP Steak 
Sauce and Cadbury Chocolate Bars —    
in particular the Cadbury Flake bar, which 
sells extremely well.”  

And if demographics are any indication, 
the UK portfolios of TFB and Morgan-
Williams will continue to grow. “More 
and more people are relocating to Canada 
from Britain, which puts emphasis on 
retailers to support these brands,” Riddell 
says. “Expats move here and look for the 
brands they grew up with, and the more 
that population grows here the more 
popular the brands become.” 
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CONSUMERS DRIVING 
GROCERY SALES HIGHER 

At the end of 2021, Stats Canada recorded 
1589 grocery stores in Alberta with total 
retail grocery sales of $12,539,822 (x1000). 
That’s about half a billion dollars down 
from 2020 but the same amount higher 
than in 2019.  

E-commerce food purchases and 
delivery options developed over COVID 
are predicted to continue strong growth 
through 2022 and beyond. ●

BRITISH FOODS By Robin Brunet

Blimey  
   Good! 
BRITISH FOODS  
ARE BIG BUSINESS 
FOR IMPORTERS AND 
GROCERS ALIKE

RECENT GROCERY STORE 
OPENINGS IN ALBERTA 
 
FRESHCO 
Expansion of the Empire Company Ltd. discount banner resulted in  
12 new FreshCo locations in Alberta. In 2021: two in Calgary, five in 
Edmonton, one in Grande Prairie, and one in St. Albert. Spring 2022 two 
opened in Edmonton along with another in Grande Prairie.  In the plans  
is Red Deer in fall 2022 and Northeast Calgary in spring 2023. 
 
SAFEWAY 
Okotoks Safeway is relocating to the new community of D’arcy, opening 
spring 2023. The new, mixed-use shopping centre will be the largest  
commercial centre in North Okotoks. 
 
LOBLAWS  
The new Loblaws City Market in downtown Edmonton’s Ice District with 
its focus on fresh and ready-to-go meals was slated to open fall 2020. 
The 18,000 square-foot project faced a number of challenges mostly from 
loss of foot traffic in the area due to the pandemic, but construction is 
now well underway with opening projected towards the end of 2022. 
 
REAL CANADIAN SUPERSTORE 
Construction is almost completed on an 86,000-square-foot Superstore 
anchoring the new Bow River Shopping Centre in Calgary, slated to open 
in summer 2022.  
 
FRESON BROS. 
Largest family-owned independent grocery chain in Alberta, featuring 
locally sourced food since 1955, opened its first store in Edmonton in 
March 2021. 
 
CALGARY CO-OP 
The new Calgary Co-op store in Sage Hill, Calgary features a smaller  
footprint of 30,000 square feet and energy efficiency equipment with  
all usual extensive grocery offerings including a large selection of local 
products. Opened Nov 2021 
 
T&T SUPERMARKETS 
The fourth location in Calgary is planned to open December 2022  
in the new Sage Hill Plaza.
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COVID-19 and the resulting lockdowns reversed years of 
stagnation in the baking aisle. After flat or declining sales, the 
market for baking ingredients in Canada registered a positive 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.37% during the 
period 2015 to 2020 with a sales value of CAD 276.44 million 
in 2020, an increase of 5.39% over 2019. The market achieved 
its strongest performance in 2019, when it grew by 5.49% 

over its previous year and its weakest performance in 
2017, when it increased by 5.09% over 2016. 

According to a survey done by Mintel in 
January 2021 which surveyed 2,000 adults, nearly 
one-third of adults said they were baking more 
often and plan to continue doing so. When asked 

why, 47% said alleviating boredom during the 
pandemic, 41% said for a fun experience with 

children, and 39% said relaxation. 
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That said, the tastes of expats are 
changing and could well influence what 
foods are imported into Canada. Riddell 
explains, “Consumers have shifted to 
healthier eating over the last number of 
years. Gluten free, allergen free and 
organic are still very important. As 
shoppers continue to read package labels, 
they are becoming more aware of what 
is in their food and ultimately what they 
are consuming.” 

Grech agrees. “Health trends are on 
the rise and I have been seeing a lot of 

UK brands focusing their efforts on low 
calories and better ingredients.” She adds 
that this is accompanied by British 
manufacturers “Redesigning their classic 
packaging to give a more minimalistic, 
modernized appearance, as seen most 
recently from Border biscuits and Branston.” 

Given the enduring appeal of British 
foods with expats and Canadians alike, 
what is the best way for them to be sold 
in traditional grocery stores?  On this 
point, Riddell and Grech again share 
similar views. 

Riddell says, “Make them front and 
centre wherever possible. End aisle shelves 
will bring awareness to these types of 
brands. A lot of retailers have incorporated 
British sets within their stores, which 
creates a one stop for all British brands.  
This is very important when consumers 
are browsing aisles looking for their 
favourite brands.” 

Another important thing for retailers 
to consider as far as Riddell is concerned 
is being open to change. Ridell explains, 
“Be open to your vendor partners when 
they have new brands to present. A lot 
of time and research goes into sourcing 
these brands.” 

Grech believes that for well known 
UK fare and brands, “They should be 
merchandised in the British sets, since 
the consumers going there will recognize 
these products.” This includes what she 
refers to as “modernized foods such as 
milk alternatives and vegan chocolate. 
In a perfect world it would be more 
appropriate to target the mainstream 
consumer, since these types of products/ 
brands are new and not nostalgic. 
However, in most cases they do not 
have the capacity, consumer recognition 
or dollars to make it into the mainstream 
isles, hence the British aisles remain a 
great starting point from a business 
perspective.” 

Buy-Low is a firm believer in British 
sets. “We have small dedicated sections 
in most of our corporate locations,” 
Dewinetz says. “Our British Import store 
sets range from four to eight feet, and 
carry a number of products across all 
categories.” 

So, what’s could be coming from the 
British Isles in the foreseeable future?  

The British Essentials website recently 
asked British expats living in Canada what 
foods they missed from the homeland 
the most, on the premise that their 
preferences can potentially influence other 
Canadians’ purchasing preferences. The 
responses focused on sweets and spreads: 
specifically, classic British chocolate 
brands Hotel Chocolat and Thorntons; 
and marmalades from Wilkin & Sons. 
Sweet snacks also made the most-missed 
list and include Maynards Bassett’s Wine 
Gums and Rowntree’s Fruit Pastilles. 

 
So don’t miss the opportunity  
that British foods represent… 
they are blimey good!   ●

BAKING INGREDIENTS

By Mike Yeo

Home  
Baking 

Makes Rise  
in the Oven of  

Lockdowns
Sales of baking ingredients 
have spiked since COVID 
related lockdowns



Cloud9GlutenFree.com

THE ORIGINAL
FREE FROM 
FLOUR & MIXES
Always delivering superior taste, 
texture and performance!

Made in BC, trusted, proven and delicious 

with no artificial flavours, colours, or allergens, 

Cloud 9 makes gluten-free baking better!

We’d Love To Be In Your Store - Sales@Cloud9GlutenFree.com
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in several applications, while adding 
functionality to the final blend. 

McKay adds, “Keeping in trend with 
this segment, we’ve recently finished 
up with R&D and sourcing to launch a 
new all-purpose gluten free flour with 
added chickpea flour that will be 
followed by an easy-to-use pizza mix 
that does not require yeast. Just add oil 
and water and voila a crowd-pleasing 
crust that tastes amazing.” 

In line with the health and wellness 
trend, many home bakers are looking for 
alternatives to refined sugar. Honey fits 
the bill perfectly. Simply put, honey tastes 
great, delivers many functional benefits 
to baked goods and appeals to consumers 
looking for indulgent, sweet products 
with clean labels and natural ingredients. 

“Home baking definitely impacted 
honey during the pandemic as consumers 
searched for healthier sweetener alter-
native. Honey has more sweetening power 
than sugar, so you can use less to get the 
same level of sweetness. In the first year 
of the pandemic, we saw retail sales 
increase at a faster pace than we have 
experienced previously. Now, honey  
sales have leveled off as consumers are 
back to more pre pandemic cooking 
behaviours,” says Shannon Bowden, 
senior brand and communications 
manager for BeeMaid honey.  

“Liquid honey tends to sell more, 
simply because it’s a versatile ingredient. 
Perfect for baking, sauces, marinades 
etc. Creamed honey tends to be used 
more as a stand-alone product that you 
would use as a spread on your toast, 
croissants, scones etc. Interestingly, 
creamed honey sells more in Western 
Canada than Eastern Canada. It isn’t as 
prevalent in the East as there is more 
history with Creamed honey in Western 
Canada than eastern. 

Our fasting selling sku is our BeeMaid 
Raw Honey. Customers looking for the 
least processed alternatives appreciate this 
option, and they are enjoying the smooth, 
creamy texture of this minimally processed 
honey,” added Bowden. 

“The home baking trend definitely 
impacted egg sales. People were ex-
perimenting with new and exciting recipes 
that called for eggs, so they were buying 
many more than normal. We saw a lot of 
traffic to the recipe section of our website 
and the baking recipes were very popular. 
Making bread at home was trendy so 
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“At the onset of the pandemic there 
was a sharp spike in home baking, and 
we did, in turn see the upswing in sales. 
It has settled back to near normal with 
a slight increase as some of then newly 
converted home-bakers have caught on 
to the benefits of making one’s own 
food,” says Karen McKay of Cloud 9 
Gluten Free Foods Inc. 

For over 10 years, Cloud 9 has been 
one of Canada’s premier suppliers of 
gluten-free and specialized food products. 
Their brand strength is founded on        
their ability to address the fundamental 
requirements of supply and demand in 
this specialized food category. 

“As consumers are becoming more 
familiar with gluten-free ingredients as 
they endeavour to take more control of 
their health and what they eat, there is a 
focus on well-being products. As a result 
of these trends gluten-free baking will 
continue to grow,” added McKay. 

Consumers are also looking for higher 
protein content which can be found in 
pulse flours. Many pulse ingredients 
provide dietary fibre, low glycemic index 
and are rich in nutrients. There has also 
been a rise of bean flours that can be used 

For over 10 years, Cloud 9 has been one of Canada’s premier suppliers of gluten-free and special-
ized food products. 

“It has settled back to near normal with a slight 
increase as some of then newly converted 
home-bakers have caught on to the benefits  
of making one’s own food.” 

Honey has more sweetening power 
than sugar, so you can use less to get 
the same level of sweetness.
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recipes for brioche and pandesal were 
frequently downloaded from our website. 
I think many people found they enjoyed 
home baking and are continuing to do   
so — but maybe not as much as during         
the lockdown stage of the pandemic,” 
says Amanda Brittain, director of 

communications and marketing for         
BC Eggs. 

The market for eggs has changed. Early 
in the pandemic when restaurants were 

shut down, there was a large drop in the 
need for liquid eggs and eggs packed in 
flats (which is how most restaurants and 
bakeries want eggs). At the same time, 
the market saw a large increase in the 
number of eggs being sold at grocery 
stores. This pattern has been repeated 
when various pandemic restrictions have 
been in place. Today, the market is almost 
back to normal with the usual seasonal 
fluctuations. 

After 2021, with restrictions loosening 
across Canada consumers are expected 
to dine more frequently away from home. 
Baking ingredient manufacturers still 
expect sales of baking products to be 

higher in 2025 than in 2019 as more 
consumers take up home baking as a long-
term activity, after being introduced to it 
over the pandemic. ●

BABY

By Carolyn Camilleri

Growth Spurt 
Baby product sales are increasing.  
Here are some new product lines that meet parents’ changing expectations 

W
hile fertility rates have undergone a general decline in the last century, from a peak 
of almost 3 babies per woman in the 1960s to a low point of about 1.6 babies per 
woman in 2001, the last 15 years have witnessed an increase back up to 2 babies 

per woman, constituting a mini baby boom. But when it comes to baby products, today’s par-
ents are more discriminating than ever before spurred on by health issues, food safety scares, 
and environmental concerns influencing consumer demand and shopping habits.  

And with a projected compound annual growth rate of 3.67 per cent from 2022 to 2027 
for baby products, you’ll want to stock the products parents are looking for, including 
healthy snacks for babies and toddlers.  

Clive Sher, managing director of Australia-based Every Bite Counts Pty Ltd, are the 
makers of the Little Bellies line of natural baby foods and snacks. He believes the growth is 
mainly being driven through the baby and toddler snacking segment. 

“While subcategories like the baby purée/meals is a very commoditized space with not 
much differentiation in offer or quality, the snacking segment provides significant opportunity 
to innovate,” says Sher. “Our impression is that the Canadian snacking category is well 
behind markets such as Australia, New Zealand, UK, and USA, where the growth rates are 
significantly higher.” 

“The home baking trend definitely impacted 
egg sales. People were experimenting with 
new and exciting recipes that called for eggs, 
so they were buying many more than normal.”



CONTACT US!
Toll Free: 877.833.7325 | Local: 416.674.7325 | Email: orderdesk@pppinc.ca | www.pppinc.ca

Top-selling eco-friendly baby diaper in Europe for  
over 35 years.

Produced in Denmark with 100% Wind Power.

More eco-friendly certifications than any other brand.

Made with safe materials, and free of over 1,300 
harmful chemicals and allergens.

gentle on both the baby &  
environment

DIAPERS, WIPES, SKINCARE & MORE!
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Little Bellies has been the driver of 
growth in Australia and New Zealand, 
adding more incremental value to the 
baby and toddler snacking category than 
any other brand by offering organic and 
non-GMO snacks without added sugar 

and salt that are designed to help nurture 
palates and encourage self-feeding.  

“Our ranges offer variety in shape, 
texture, and flavour to encourage food 
exploration and in turn are driving an 
overall increase in value to existing and 
potential category purchasers,” he says.  

Sher says consumers are more acutely 
aware now than ever before of the impact 
food can have on health. 

“At Little Bellies, our approach always 
puts the health and development of babies 
and toddlers first,” he says. “Our range 
of organic and non-GMO snacks have 
been carefully curated to allow babies 
and toddlers to be exposed to a wide 
variety of food experiences without 
exposing them to added sugars, salt, 
colours, or flavours”. 

Moreover, Little Bellies products meet 
EU baby-grade standards, which have 
stringent limits regarding over 300 heavy 
metals and contaminants.  

“We are committed to ingredient quality 

and safety and have our products 
independently sampled and tested to make 
sure we stay true to our word,” says Sher.  

Little Bellies products are designed to 
support every stage of natural child 
development.  

“It is important at 
an early stage to ensure 
young children are 
exposed to a variety of 
tastes and experiences, 
which is why we      
offer unique snacking 
segments catering to 
different ages,” he says. 

The Little Bellies 
range assortment in Canada is differ-
entiated by three primary segments: Tasty 
Textures range (7+ months) for first-stage 
snacking; More to Explore range (10+ 
months) for second-stage snacking; and 
Toddlers in Training (12+ months) for 
toddler snacking. Each 
range has been carefully 
developed to encourage 
children to play and learn 
about new foods and to 
promote the development 
of their motor skills. 

Sher has some tips to 
increase Little Bellies sales 
in grocery stores.  

“We aim to drive value 
to the baby and toddler 
snacking category by ensuring we are 
continually addressing the category 
shopper needs,” says Sher. “By addressing 
these needs through increased and 
targeted range assortment offerings          
and groupings, brand collaborations, 
destination solutions, line pricing, and 
driving innovation in flavours, textures, 
and shapes, this in turn develops both 
sales and category growth.”  

Environmental Values 

It’s not just the baby food segment 
that’s growing. John Gilbert, chief 
commercial officer at Bambo Nature, says 
the global baby diaper market is growing 
at approximately 3.5 per cent per year.  

Even more impressive is the influence 
of consumer values related to health and 
the environment.  

“Eco-friendly and skin-friendly diapers 
like Bambo Nature are growing approx-
imately 10 per cent per year,” he says.  

Bambo Nature diapers are produced 
with 100 per cent wind power in Denmark 
and come packaged in kraft paper bags 
that are 100 per cent recyclable and 
compostable. They are also safer for babies 
than conventional disposable diapers.  

“Parents today care not only about what 
goes in their babies — formula and food 
— but also what touches the skin of their 

babies,” says Gilbert. “Skin is the largest 
organ, and parents are learning that harmful 
chemicals and allergens found in many of 
the traditional diapers on the market are 
often a key contributor to diaper rash.”  

Recently, Bambo Nature has added 
some new diapers to their line, including 
overnight diapers, which have well over 
12 hours of protection, as well as “channel 
technology” to disperse fluid faster and 
more efficiently throughout the absorbent 
core of the diaper. 

To boost sales, Gilbert suggests stocking 
baby products together.   

“For companies that offer a full offering 
of diapers, wipes, and skin care products, 
it’s often helpful to merchandise all items 
from a brand in close proximity to one 
another, since parents often choose to 
purchase all items from a given brand, 
when possible,” he says. 

And given the expected growth for the 
whole category, it may be time to give 
baby products more room to grow in 
your store.  ●

Bamboo Nature products are eco-friendly and skin-friendly.

Little Bellies products meet EU baby-grade 
standards, which have stringent limits 
regarding over 300 heavy metals  
and contaminants. 
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Little Bellies – Organic Snacks to 
Nurture Mini Mouths and Fingers 

 
Little Bellies, the NO. 1 baby and toddler snacking brand in             

Australia and New Zealand, is now available in Canada. The range of 
organic and non-
GMO baby and 
toddler snacks 
provide parents 
with age and 
stage appropriate 
options for on-
the-go snacking. 
The Baby Bellies 
and Little Bellies products have no added sugar or salt and support 
every stage of natural progression by offering variety in shape, texture 
and flavour for ages 7+ months, 10+ months, and 12+ months.  

 
For more information visit www.littlebellies.ca or  
contact I-D Foods at 1-800-361-9157.

Ferrero Rocher Launches Its   
First-Ever Premium Chocolate Bars  

 
Marking a first in the brand’s history, Ferrero Rocher is entering the 

premium chocolate bars category with the launch of the all-new Ferrero 
Rocher 90g bars. Available in four flavours, and inspired by Ferrero 
Rocher’s iconic pralines, the new sophisticated chocolate bars are made 
of carefully selected ingredients, combining crunchy hazelnut pieces, 
smooth chocolate, and exquisite creamy fillings into distinctive layers       
of textures and a unique shape. With Ferrero entering the premium 
chocolate bars category, the brand is reinforcing its competitive position 
while offering Canadians a new way to experience Ferrero Rocher.  

“Loved by generations, Ferrero Rocher is a leader across many       
premium chocolate categories, especially during key holidays and 
gatherings,” says Maureen Romansky, senior marketing director,         
Premium Chocolate, North America. “With the launch of our new        
Ferrero Rocher bars, Canadians can now enjoy the irresistible taste of 
Ferrero Rocher pralines whenever they choose to celebrate the 
moment, one square at a time.”  

The bars come in four flavours:  Milk Hazelnut; Dark Hazelnut; White 
Hazelnut; and Dark Hazelnut & Salted Caramel. 

 
For more information: Stephanie.Cass@ferrero.com 

Nutella Expands Its Presence in 
Canada with the Launch of  
Nutella B-ready  

 
Nutella B-ready has officially launched 

in Canada. As a leader in the category, 
Canadians have enjoyed the great 
taste of Nutella in a jar for years.        
With the tagline ‘love it in a jar, try it       
in a bar’, Nutella B-ready aligns            
with consumers’ busy lifestyles and 
conveniently lets fans take their love 
for Nutella anywhere they go. Nutella 
B-ready is a delicious snack bar with a 
crunchy wafer shell baked to perfection, filled with the hazelnut taste 
of Nutella, and sprinkled with puffed crisps — the perfect break-time 
snack anytime of the day.  

“Nutella has been a staple on Canadian breakfast tables for decades, 
and now we’re offering a delicious and convenient snack for between 
meals,” said Joanne Farber, marketing director, Nutella, Ferrero Canada. 
“With the launch of Nutella B-ready, we’re expanding our reach within 
the portable snack category, bringing the great taste of Nutella to 
those who already love it and to those who are looking to try it.”  

At the 2022 Sweets & Snacks Expo, Nutella B-ready received the 
Most Innovative New Product Award in the Gourmet and Premium 
Snacks category. Winners at the confectionery and snack industry 
event were selected from more than 300 new product award entries 
across nine candy and snack categories. A delicious, portable            
snack, Nutella B-ready has been a fan favourite in Europe since 2017.                 
The launch in Canada marks the newest market innovation since the 
introduction of Nutella & Go! in 2014.  

 
For more information: www.ferreronorthamerica.com.

Alpha Foods Launches in Canada 
 
Alpha Foods plantbased products are now available in Canada. 

Founded in 2015, Alpha is a category leading, disruptive brand making 
a deliciously accessible range of plant-based foods that have grown 
to dominate the plant-based category in the U.S. 

“As a Canadian born and raised in Alberta, this is a really exciting 
moment for our company,” says Alpha co-founder and CEO Cole Oro-
betz. “Given our Canadian roots and the number of Canadians we 
have on our team, the fact we are finally available in Canada repre-
sents a special step forward on our journey to make plant-based eat-
ing accessible to all. With Canada coming online, we can proudly say 
we are a leading North American plant-based brand.”  

 
For more information: samantha@eatalphafoods.com

Lemon Turmeric Ginger – the New 
Kindred Cultures’ Flavour that is 
Summer in a Bottle 

 
Known for their vivid rainbow 

lineup of delicious, nutritious,        
probiotic Water Kefir, BC-local      
beverage manufacturer Kindred 
Cultures has introduced their new 
Lemon Turmeric Ginger flavour. 

 “It’s official! Lemon Turmeric 
Ginger will be replacing Mango  
Ginger as the yellow in our rain-
bow,” said Lyndsay Scott, founder, 
and CEO of Kindred Cultures.  

This Water Kefir is packed with 
the immune-boosting benefits of 
ginger and turmeric without the 
overpowering flavour, this light and refreshing probiotic tastes like an 
upgraded version of lemonade and is a definite palate-pleaser. 

“Lemon Turmeric Ginger is actually an original flavour that we’ve 
reformulated and decided to bring back into our lineup,” Lyndsay     
continued.  “I know all our flavours are delicious, but the flavour we 
are able to achieve with our new Lemon Turmeric Ginger recipe is 
absolutely delicious, and we knew we had to share it with everyone.” 

 
For more information: krystal@kindredcultures.ca> 

EMKAO Chocolate 
Chip Retail Launch 

 
Since EMKAO launched their Vegan 

Dark Chocolate Chips, the company 
has had hopes of bringing their    
product into retail stores. They started 
selling the chocolate chips at farmers 
markets and were able to spread     
the word about the new product, 
increasing the customer base.  

EMKAO first launched at Save-On- 
Foods in Abbotsford and now EMKAO 
Vegan Dark Chocolate Chips can be found at the Guildford Save-On-
Foods!   Soon you’ll see EMKAO in every city!  

 
For more information: ayissi@emkaofoods.com

Mutti Taking Canadian 
Kitchens by Storm 

 
Celebrating its 50th  anniversary, Italy’s 

#1 tomato brand, Mutti is taking Canadian 
kitchens by storm with Polpa.The popu-
larity of Mutti’s finely chopped tomatoes 
increased exponentially over the last year 
and has now established itself as one of    
the range’s best-selling products here in 
Canada, also contributing to the largest 
incremental sales growth in the category.   

  Polpa’s unmatched fresh tomato taste 
starts with the use of 100% Italian tomatoes, canned within 24 hours 
of harvest. The product’s incredible freshness, colour and texture is due 
to Mutti’s secret technique that involves a patented cold-processing 
method. The absence of heat allows the fruit juices and pulp to         
retain their natural flavour and colour along with nutrients that are      
typically lost when heat is used to separate the juice from the fibres of 
the fruit. This technique of finely chopping tomatoes takes longer than 
traditional processing methods and it also uses more fruit — it             
takes 5kg of fresh tomatoes to make 1kg of Polpa! — but the end result 
is richer in taste with a more true-to-fresh texture. In Canada, Mutti is 
distributed by Italpasta. 

ZODA Makes Debut 
 
ZODA is a carbonated functional beverage sweetened with a patented 

plant-based supplement that helps manage blood sugar levels.   
ZODA has no sugar, zero calories and zero carbs. It is flavoured using 

Glyvia™, a patented plant-based 
supplement that provides a     
natural sweetness without the 
off-note aftertastes that sugar 
substitutes have.   

Current fFlavours include 
Cola, Citrus Lime, Root Beer and 
are available in 355 ML tall slim 
can 4-packs; 24-can case.   

The Functional Soda Company 
Ltd. is a Vancouver-based devel-
oper and manufacturer of natural, 
plant-based Ready-to-Drink (RTD) 
health management solutions 
based on its patented portfolio 
of nutraceutical science and discovery. The company is a pioneering 
beverage brand, offering a platform of nutraceutical-based products 
across soda, energy, sport/recovery/wellness, mixers, and other drink 
categories.  

 
For more information: www.zodasoda.com 

Foothills Creamery Launches Six 
New Ice Cream Flavours  

 
Foothills Creamery has launched six new ice cream flavours.        

Available in 1.4L ice cream tubs, the new flavours include Cotton 
Candy, Tiger, Sea Salt Caramel Fudge, Raspberry Chocolate Truffle, 
Cereal Bowl and Groovy Ube, and they will join Foothills Creamery’s 
eight existing flavours as permanent staples on grocery store shelves.  

A BIT ABOUT THE NEW FLAVOURS: 
 
Cotton Candy: Pink cotton candy ice cream marbled with a blue 
marshmallow ribbon. Best paired with Ferris wheel rides, fireworks, 
and summer nights.  
 
Tiger: Orange ice cream swirled with black licorice. Best parried with 
day trips, face painting, and car karaoke.  
 
Sea Salt Caramel Fudge: Vanilla ice cream with fudge pieces and         
sea salt caramel swirl. Best paired with beach days, patio nights, and 
meteor showers.   
Raspberry Chocolate Truffle: Vanilla ice cream swirled with a raspberry 
ribbon and chocolate flakes. Best paired with dinner parties, game 
nights, and old friends. 
 
Cereal Bowl: Breakfast cereal flavoured ice cream with fruity cereal 
pieces. Best paired with weekend sleep-ins, cartoons, and pajama parties.  
 
Groovy Ube: Ube flavoured ice cream. Best paired with picnics, grass 
stains, and family get-togethers.  

 
For more information: www.foothillscreamery.com.
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Bamboo Fibre Cutlery and Straws 

BUBUWARES is trying to help reduce the amount of single-use plastic 
straws and cutlery that end up in our landfills and oceans by replacing 
them with bamboo fibre products that are 100% compostable. The 
company’s products begin to break down in approximately 45 days 
under any natural environment and the dissolved substances become 
the earth’s nutrients. Bamboo is not only the fastest growing plant on 
earth, by using this highly renewable resource material, it removes the 
burden on the world’s natural resources.   

 
For more information: www.bubuwares.com

Danone Canada Redefines the 
Plant-Based Category 
with Silk Nextmilk 

 
Danone Canada has redefined the plant-based 

category by launching Nextmilk under the Silk 
Canada brand — a new dairy-free beverage   
with a flavour profile and texture that is so tasty 
and creamy, consumers won’t believe it’s plant-
based. As the leader in plant-based beverages 
in Canada, Silk’s Nextmilk product offering        
will help dairy-loving consumers overcome 
plant-based barriers while prompting further 
choice.  “Over the past three decades, Danone 
Canada’s Silk brand has pioneered a plant-
based revolution through its broad range of 
delicious and innovative consumer offerings,” 
says Jeremy Oxley, senior vice-president of marketing at Danone Canada. 
“However, despite all the extraordinary momentum in the category,      
60 per cent of Canadians are reluctant to try plant-based beverages as 
they feel the taste differs too much from the products they’re used to. 
With Silk Nextmilk, we’ve been able to develop a product — made of a 
high-quality blend of plants —- that delivers on the key taste and texture 
attributes of dairy milk that consumers know and love.”   

  
For more information: SilkCanada.ca 

Curved-screen Crème Kiosk Offers 
Straight-Forward Solution for 
Enhancing Profitability   

 
Pye, a leader in self-

service solutions, has 
introduced one of the 
first curved-screen kiosks 
that the company expects 
will drive revenue-gener-
ation for operators and 
transactional efficiency 
for consumers.   

  Crème stands 64.9 
inches tall, only 18 inches 
wide by 18 inches depth 
(sleek designed) featuring 
a 23.6-inch high-definition 
curve touchscreen display 
and represents another versatile piece of Pye’s suite of kiosks. 

   
For more information: www.mypyepos.com

Gardein Launches New Pea & 
Wheat Plant-Based Chick’n 

Gardein, a brand of Conagra Brands, Inc., is widening its variety of 
plant-based products to choose from with the launch of its new Pea      
& Wheat Plant-Based Chick’n line. Pea protein is an easily digestible 
protein that provides a great source of iron1. Gardein’s new pea and 
wheat line delivers bold, trendy flavours and classic formats. 

Gardein’s new Pea & Wheat Plant-Based Chick’n delivers a flavour-
forward experience with three new products: Nashville-Style Hot 
Chick’n Tenders, Spicy Gochujang Style Chick’n Wings and Golden 

Chick’n Nuggets. With 
the growing consumer 
demand for plant-
based food in Canada, 
amping up the flavour 
factor on plant-based 
swaps just got even 
easier. 

“As a leader in the plant-based category in Canada, it’s more     
important than ever that Gardein responds to this growing demand 
and expands its portfolio with deliciously convenient additions to any 
meal or snack occasion with products that deliver on protein,              
taste and texture,” said Veronika Popkova, senior brand manager at 
Conagra Brands Canada. “Gardein Pea & Wheat Plant-Based Chick’n is 
a great way to swap out meat for plant-based alternatives, delivering 
experiences that bring the excitement of unique flavours home                 
— something Canadians have been craving for the past few years.” 

 
For more information: gardein.ca.
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